Join us and participate in an Edgemont family dinner followed by a Restorative Justice circle. Children are welcomed as we will provide childcare. We will start as an Edgemont Community breaking bread and then the adults will spend time experiencing circle together while your children will play games and do crafts. This is a great opportunity to learn more about what your students are experiencing each week when we sit circle together. Dinner will be served from 6-6:30. Bring your appetite and curiosity!

Please RSVP here

Calling all CIRCLE KEEPERS! If you are a trained circle keeper please reach out to colivi@montclair.k12.nj.us. We would love to have as many community circle keepers as we can.

Restorative Justice (RJ) is an indigenous philosophy that emphasizes building relationships. If there is a need to repair harm caused by conflict and wrongdoing, restorative justice provides an opportunity for everyone impacted by an incident to come together in a safe space to address their feelings and needs, and reach a resolution that heals and restores relationships.